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QUESTION 1

A company overstates on-hand raw materials due to the time it takes to post raw materials as consumed when
production orders are processed. 

All items used to manufacture finished goods must be consumed when a finished good is reported as finished. You
must not change all bill of materials lines to use the option of flushing principal. 

You need to ensure that all production orders consume raw materials at Report as finished. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/productionparameters-
manufacturing-execution 
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QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You need to configure the system to meet the requirements. 

What should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Explanation: 

Box 1: Trade agreement 
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Commodity pricing is the ability to set the sales price for commodity-based end items using the market replacement cost
of the main ingredient. Commodity items, such as iron ore, coffee beans, and sugar, are items for which there is a 

demand across commodity trading markets. The price for these items fluctuates periodically, such as daily or weekly,
based on global supply and demand. When the price of the commodity item changes, any end item that uses that 

commodity is adjusted and the new price is updated in the related sales price trade agreement. 

Example 

This example illustrates how commodity pricing works: 

To produce animal feed, 90% or more of its cost comes from one main ingredient, cornmeal. The price of the corn
needed to produce the cornmeal is determined by commodity trading markets, usually weekly. So any fluctuation in the
cost of 

the corn not only affects the price of the cornmeal, but in turn also affects the price of the end item, which is animal
feed. 

Updating trade agreements 

Commodity pricing functionality lets you pass new costs, price break quantities, and effective dates to all related sales
trade agreements. You can update commodity pricing information in the Create price and margin data form, and review
the 

changes in the Price margin update form. You can then use the Trade agreement button to pass the updated prices to
the trade agreements. To actually apply the new prices to trade agreements, you must post the Price/discount
agreement 

journals in Sales and marketing. 

Incorrect: 

* Pegged supply line type Pegged supply Select the Pegged supply line type when you want to create a subproduction,
a BOM line event kanban, or a direct purchase order for any product variant that the BOM line references. The
subproduction, event kanban, or purchase order is created when you estimate the production order. The required item
quantities are automatically reserved for the consuming production order. 

Box 2: Batch production formula version Formula versions When you create a new formula, you must first create a
formula version before you add the formula line items and their specific characteristics. Every formula must have at least
one version. 

Note: A formula defines the materials, ingredients, and outcomes of a specific process in process manufacturing.
Together with the corresponding route, the formula defines the whole process in process manufacturing. Formulas are
used to plan and produce products in process manufacturing. 

A formula consists of the ingredients and quantities that are required in order to produce a specific quantity of a formula
item. Depending on the task that you perform, you can access formula functionality from Inventory and warehouse
management or Product information management. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/about-commodity-pricing 
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HOTSPOT 
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An inventory control clerk manages adjustments in inventory. 

Some adjustments have a cost impact. Other adjustments must be posted to a specific ledger account or must be
registered in inventory. 

You need to configure the system. 

Which journal types should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 4

You are responsible for product and formula maintenance for a paint manufacturer. 

You create a formula for white paint and add its lines. When the formula size increases or an ingredient changes, the
quantity of the pigment ingredient must be adjusted proportionately. 

You need to set up the formula line for the pigment. 

Which formula feature should you use? 

A. Pegged supply 

B. Step consumption 

C. Scalable 

D. Variable 

Correct Answer: C 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/supply-chain/production-control/ formulas-
versions#use-the-scalable-feature 
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QUESTION 5

You are the product manager at an orange juice manufacturing company. 

For every 1,000 pounds of orange juice, 20 pounds of orange pulp is created which can be sold or reused profitably.
The cost is calculated as a weighted average between the quantity of orange juice that is reported as finished and the 

orange pulp based on the standard cost of each item. 

You need to create the formula for orange juice that will produce orange pulp as a result of finishing a batch order. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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